Four Four Jew
– 5 Aside(s)
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Talking about the beautiful game is almost as much fun as playing or watching it.
Why not explore the exhibition focusing on some of the questions below?

Four Four Jew – 5 Aside(s)

This trail will take you through some of the
highlights of the exhibition as well as providing
some asides for you (and a friend?!) to discuss.

To do this you need to be in
the exhibition Four Four Jew
To do this you need to be in the
gallery Judaism: A Living Faith

The icons on the right indicate which
gallery you need to be in to find the object.

To do this you need to be in the
gallery History: A British Story

How important is it to fit in?
In this article Lesser praises Jewish boys’ involvement in football as it
helps the ‘Alien Child’ to fit in.
Do you think fitting in is important?
Does this inevitably come at the price of individual identity?
How important do you think it is for immigrants to Britain today:
• To learn the language
• To eat ‘British’ food
• To have an ‘English’ name

Find this image in the gallery History: A British Story

Notice this photo of immigrant children at
Jews Free School. A later photo of the same
children is entitled ‘The Finished Product’.
One of JFS’ aims when it was established
in 1732 was to enable immigrants to fit in to
British society.
Do schools today have a role in forging
a British identity?

Does football conflict with faith?
This Tallit (prayer shawl) belongs
to a lifelong Celtic fan.

British Jews have absorbed
the very British obsession
with football…. Notice the
merging of the two worlds
on this kippah (skull cap).
Are you surprised by the logo on the kippah?
Do you think it is disrespectful?

Find this decorated spice box in the
gallery Judaism: A Living Faith.
Have a close look at it….
This spice box originates from Turkey,
and, similar to the football kippah, reflects
the wider culture within which the Jewish
community were living.

Match programme
from 1965.

Read the message to Jewish
fans in the programme.

Do you think football games should be scheduled to avoid clashing with religious holidays?

Should politics play a role in football?
Find this photo of an England vs Germany
international friendly taking place at the
grounds of Tottenham Hotspur in 1935.
If you look closely you will see the British flag
flying alongside the Nazi Swastika.
Do YOU think this game should have
taken place?

Find out more about the legendary Bert Trautman who died
earlier this year.
Bert Trautman was a former German prisoner of War when he
signed for Manchester City. Read the articles next to the photo
to get a feel of how the newspapers reflected the public mood
about this controversial signing.
Where do YOU sit on the Trautman debate?
Can you think of other times when politics have played a
role in sport?

Is Football like a religion?

The Y-Word….what do YOU think?

We often use religious words such as
‘celebration’, ‘worship’, ‘belief’ and even
the word ‘faith’ when discussing football.

There has been a lot of interest lately in the use
of the word ‘Yid’ to describe Spurs fans.

Find this photo of indefatigable Arsenal fan
Harry Pincus... and discover what his dying
words to his son were!

What do you think about
the use of the Y-word?

